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"Explore your dreams with greater wisdom and discernment. The Illustrated Dictionary of Dream

Symbols by Joe Ibojie will help you interpret the symbols, meaning and significance of your dreams.

Based on experience and Biblical knowledge, this book will open a new world of communication

between you and the Lord."
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The Illustrated Dictionary of Dream Symbols is much more than a book of dream symbols; it has

also added richness to our reading of God s Word. Whether you use this book to assist in

interpreting your dreams or as a companion for your study of the Word of God, you will find it a

welcome companion. ----Robert and Joyce Ricciardelli Directors, Visionary Advancement Strategies

Seattle, WAThis book is a treasure chest, loaded down with revelation and the hidden mysteries of

God that have been waiting since before the foundation of the earth to be uncovered. ----Bishop

Ron Scott, Jr. President, Kingdom Coalition International Hagerstown, MDWhen used through the

Holy Spirit, it (this book) can help the reader take away the frustration of not knowing what dreams

mean and avoid the dangers of misinterpretation ----Joseph Ewen Founder and Leader of Riverside

Church Network Banff, Scotland, UK

Dr. Joe Ibojie trained as a medical doctor and worked with Army Medical Service where he rose to

the rank of Colonel. Now an ordained Pentecostal Minister of the Gospel with special grace to

minister and expound the word of God, he runs excellent teaching programs in the interpretation of



dreams, visions and prophecy. Joe is the author of Dreams and Visions, The Illustrated Bible-Based

Dictionary of Dream Symbols, and How to Live the Supernatural Life in the Here and Now. Together

with his wife, Cynthia, he oversees The Father s House in Aberdeen, Scotland. The Father s House

seeks to build a bridge of hope across generations, racial divides, and gender biases through the

Ministry of the Word.

This book is fun and provides the reader with the biblical understanding on how to interpret

dreams.so it is totally biblical based , not some worldly interpretation.Also there is a section where

you can find about your dream symbols and etc.It is pretty easy to read and fun at the same time.if

you are Dreamer of God, than why not try =) you will love it!

Yes he includes dream symbols in the last half; but the best part of this book is the first half. He

goes into great and very user friendly detail about hearing from God in numerous ways. This was

the most helpful book I've read on the subject. Highly recommend.

I decided to purchase this book after reading the reviews. My goal was to be able to interpret my

dreams from a biblical perspective. This book was dead on. The beginning was a bit of a slow read

but the author did a good job of breaking down the types of dreams, visions, etc we experience. The

best part of the book was the last few chapters that included the dictionary. It really helped me to

recognize symbolism in my dreams and the definitions were accurate in accordance to how I

interpreted my dreams.A couple of things I wish the author had provided include the following: 1.)

Included more biblical examples of dreams/visions and exhibited how to interpret each aspect of the

dreams, visions, etc. and 2.) Discussed overarching themes, situations, etc in dreams and their

meaning. The book did a good job of pointing out symbolism surrounding objects (e.g. if there is a

foot, clock, roller coaster, etc in your dream and the meanings behind these objects). But, suppose I

had a dream about my childhood best friend and he/she abandoned me in the dream. The book

does not necessarily tell you how to interpret these types of dreams and their meaning.Overall a

great book to purchase to help you become disciplined in remembering and interpreting your

dreams, visions. etc.

I have just began reading this book, but so far I find it informative enough to keep my interest. I have

10 other books on Dream Symbols, but I am always looking for new and fresh aspects of this often

mystical life experience. The author is very thorough, generally citing several examples from the Old



and New Testament to help the reader relate to the meaning of dreams and the symbols within.

God has given us dreams along with the desire to interpret our dreams. Why leave your dreams to

someone else to interpret. The knowledge in this easy to read book is presented in a manner which

will make you go deeper and want to learn more! Knowledge is power...

I have this book and have purchased often for others. I find it to be one of the best.

This book is an excellent resource for better understanding your dreams. I am thankful that the

writer is a Christian and therefore wrote from a spiritual perspective. It is very insightful and will help

you better understand the symbolisms of your dreams from the Lord. I also like that the author

acknowledged that even though he provides general meanings for symbols, ultimately dream

interpretation comes from the Lord and we must pray and seek God for clarity in all things.I highly

recommend this book.

I highly recommend this book. It is not comprehensive, but it has more in the "dictionary" (second

half of the book) than most other books on this subject. I believe the "universal meanings" presented

by Dr. Ibojie are accurate because they align with other books by respected authors. In fact, when I

find differing definitions (not often), I lean toward Dr. Ibojie's choice of meanings because they agree

with the Holy Spirit in me.
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